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must it take a life for

hateful eyes
 to glisten once again

 five hundred years like
gelignite

 have blown us all to hell

what savior rests while on
his cross we die

 forgotten freedom burns
 has the shepherd led his

lambs astray
 to the bigot and the gun

must it take a life for
hateful eyes

 to glisten once again
 'cause we find ourselves

in the same old mess
 singin' drunken lullabies

i watch and stare as roi-
sin's eyes

 turn a darker shade of
red

 and the bullet with the
sniper lie

 in their bloody gutless cell

must we starve on

crumbs from long ago
 through bars these men

made steel
 is it a great or little thing

we fought
 knelt the conscience

blessed to kill

must it take a life for
hateful eyes

 to glisten once again
 'cause we find ourselves

in the same old mess
 singin' drunken lullabies

ah, but maybe it's the way
we're taught

 ah but maybe it's the way
we fought

 but a smile never grins
without tears to begin

 for each kiss is a cry we
all lost

though nothing is left to
gain

 but for the banshee that
stole the grave

 'cause we find ourselves
in the same old mess

 singin' drunken lullabies

i sit and dwell on
faces past

 life's memories seem to
fade

 no color left but black and
white

 and soon will all turn gray

but may these shadows
rise to walk again

 with lessons truly learnt
 when the blossom flowers

in each our hearts
 shall beat a new found

flame

must it take a life for
hateful eyes

 to glisten once again
 'cause we find ourselves

in the same old mess
 singin' drunken lullabies

'cause we find ourselves in
the same old mess

 singin' drunken lullabies
 singin' drunken lullabies

Flogging Molly, "Drunken Lullabies"

http://tinyurl.com/nctvved
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AND I THOUGHT
LYSENKOISM WAS

CRAZY
 mean, Lysenkoism basically
wrecked the Soviet agricultural

system and blighted Soviet sci-
ence, particularly in the biosci-

ences, for years, but...
And reading entrails was once con-

sidered a reliable divination technique, but
... stealing someone's poop to try to figure
out what they were thinking?

OTOH, since so many political
leaders suffer from a greater or lesser
degree of fececranial inversion, it might be
at least a little applicable.

The Daily BeastA

ow for some bizarre news: a new
study has discovered that brutal

Soviet dictator Joseph Stalin
spied on Chinese dictator Mao
Zedong in the 1940s by analyz-
ing the communist leader's feces
for psychological profiling.
Stalin's secret police allegedly set
up a special department to get its
hands on the droppings and then
test it for contents that might lead
to useful political information.
"If they detected high levels of
amino acid Tryptophan," a source
said, "they concluded that person
was calm and approachable."
Stalin's henchman Lavrenti Beria
was reportedly in charge of the
secret laboratory.
It's traditional to refer to someone

who's in trouble with the boss as being on
the "shit list" and to say that they get the
"shit jobs" ... but in the 1940s, serving in
Beria's NKVD could actually mean
having a shit job on the shit list.

I wonder how they collected and
validated samples of Mao's poop?

Original story at the BBC:
A http://tinyurl.com/gsmvhx3

http://tinyurl.com/nctvved
http://tinyurl.com/gsmvhx3
http://tinyurl.com/gsmvhx3
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http://tinyurl.com/jqx8rdo

The BBC article says:

r Atamanenko claims that in
December 1949, Soviet spies

used this system to evaluate the
Chinese leader Mao Zedong who
was on a visit to Moscow. They
had allegedly installed special
toilets for Mao, which were con-
nected not to sewers, but to
secret boxes.

For 10 days Mao was plied with food
and drink and his waste products
whisked off for analysis. Once Mao's
stools had been scrutinised and
studied, Stalin reportedly poo poo-
ed the idea of signing an agreement
with him.

Extract from  by journal-
ist and historian David Halberstam:

hen Mao first arrived in
Moscow, he announced that

China looked forward to a part-
nership with Russia, but he
emphasised as well that he
wanted to be treated as an
equal.

Instead he was being taught a lesson
each day. He had become, in
Ulam's words, ''as much captive as
guest".

As such, he shouted at the walls, con-

vinced that Stalin had bugged the
house: "I am here to do more than
eat and shit."

snip

I contacted Russia's Federal Security
Service, the FSB, to ask if it could
confirm Stalin's secret stool project.
However, the FSB had considerably
less to say on the matter than Mr
Atamanenko:

"We cannot comment on this story,"
came the reply.

"THERE ARE THINGS
EVEN THE KOCHS

WON'T DO"
ne of  which appears to be to
endorse Donald Trump or to

contribute to a Trump campaign
if  the GOP is crazy enough to
nominate him:

he Koch brothers' dislike for
Donald Trump is so strong that
they would possibly sit out of
2016 entirely if it came down to a
general election between the real
estate mogul and Hillary Clinton.

 A senior official close to Charles and
David Koch told Vanity Fair that a
Trump-Clinton race would repulse
the brothers who've previously been
considered large bankrollers of con-
servative presidential picks. "There is
absolutely no love between the Clin-
tons and the Kochs, whose company
experienced one of the most trau-
matic periods in its history as it
fought off regulators during Bill
Clinton’s presidency," Vanity Fair's
Daniel Schulman explained. "But, so
strong is the dislike for Trump within
the Koch network, that a Clinton-
Trump race is a tough call."

http://tinyurl.com/jqx8rdo
http://tinyurl.com/zolkhkt
http://tinyurl.com/zolkhkt
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QUOTE WITH COMMENT
The Daily BeastA

 United Nations panel has ruled
that Britain and Sweden should

A http://tinyurl.com/zolkhkt

pay compensation to WikiLeaks
activist Julian Assange for what it
characterizes as his “arbitrary
detention.” Assange has been
hiding in the Ecuadorian embassy
in London to avoid arrest by the
British authorities and extradition
to Sweden for questioning over
an alleged sexual assault, which
he denies.

The UN panel says that his self-imposed
exile effectively means Assange is
being held arbitrarily. The panel’s
decision is not binding, but the
British government said it would
appeal.

kay, that has got to be the most
weirdly convoluted thinking in

a legal brief  that i have
ever heard.

If he were an accused
bank robber who spent years
hiding in an abandoned mine
shaft to avoid arrest and pros-
ecution, would he be a victim
of "arbitrary detention"?

All he needs to do to
end his "arbitrary detention"
is to step out onto the street
and say hello to the nearest
Robert.

At which point he will
be placed in "well-regulated
detention" while the Govern-
ment deliberates whether to
extradite him.

COMPUTISH UPDATE
he replacement printer arrived
on Tuesday (2 February 2016)

and i packed up the broken one in
the same box (as per instructions)
and FedEx picked it up on
Wednesday.

They insisted i had to leave the car-
tridges in it, which actually makes sense if
they plan to refurbish it to use as a war-
ranty replacement for somebody else's
printer, because if you leave the cartridges
out for too long after the printer's ink
system has been charged the ink can dry
and clog things.

Which means i had to order a new
set of refillable cartridges, which are sup-
posed to arrive Monday (8 February), but
might be here Saturday.

A senior Koch official told Schulman: “I
could see the network not partici-
pating in the presidential election at
all."The Kochs have yet to endorse in
the GOP primary, and have been
hesitant to launch an anti-Trump
donor campaign for fear of the
reality TV star's unrelenting criticism
that would follow.

http://tinyurl.com/jqx8rdo
http://tinyurl.com/zolkhkt
http://tinyurl.com/zolkhkt
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he computer continues its arbitrary
pattern of random video loss, and

has completely died twice, refusing to
restart until it sits for a while.

I betook me down to Fry's and
bought a new motherboard and CPU
coolerA, but i haven't installed them yet.  I
just can't face dragging the system to the
living room table to work on itB.

And then, once i install the new
mobo, i get to explain to Microsoft that,
no, this is not a new computerC - it's the
same home-built rig it's always been, and i
had to repair it, so i still have a right to use
this copy of Windows on it.
A ...after which the only remaining possibility is

the power supply
B Rerouting all the cabling is not high on my list

of Things I Joyfully Look Forward To,
either

C "This is my grandfather's axe.  It's been in the
family for fifty years, and we've only had to
replace the handle three times and the head
once."

VLADIMIR AND
ESTRAGON WONDER
WHEN THE MAILING

WILL ARRIVE
o it's a week plus a day since the
deadline - Friday, 5 February,

and i'm sitting here wondering

when the
mailing will
arrive

break break

About
ten seconds
after i typed
that, Natalie
came in from
the mailbox
carrying the
mailing.

That's
what i call ser-
vice.

...AND SO BEGIN THE
MAILING COMMENTS

GBrown

udging by the amount of
dialog from Hamill that turned

up in some of  the trailers, Abrams
made a last-minute decision to cut
his screen time in this film to so
little.

My mother was only a week or two
past her 89th birthday when she died.
Treasure every day with yours.

Good for Ryan!
Page Seven:  Yeah, yeah - but

Who's on first?

SStrickland

ep, Kate and i were at DSC - we
got in latish on Friday, and left

earlyish on Sunday, and didn't
stay in the hotel, but i had a good
time.

I'm glad that you missed me,
because that means that i didn't run into
you and fail to recognise you.

You will have, of course, seen that
in last mailing.

I managed to miss The Martian - it
left two days before the day i planned to
see it.  Ditto Hateful Eight.

Well, Martian is on the Netflix
DVD queue - should be here next week,

http://amzn.to/1oe4AuT
http://amzn.to/1oe4AuT
http://tinyurl.com/jqolxo3
http://tinyurl.com/jqolxo3
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as it releases on Tuesday on
DVD.

The Automatic Detec-
tive sounds like fun.  Have you encoun-
tered (have i mentioned) the "Turing
Hopper" booksA - mysteries featuring an
AI detective who is concealing her exis-
tence from the owners of the computer
where she resides?  By Donna Andrews,
who also writes the "Meg Langslow" mys-
teries.

Norman Spinrad read one Pratchett
book - Moving Pictures - and wrote a
review rather like the one in the Guardian
that you mention - and missed the point
entirely.  He also misinterpreted things in
it - he apparently assumed, as i recall, the
A The first is You've Got Murder:

http://amzn.to/1oe4AuT

the Librarian being changed into an ape
was a one-off joke in that book only that
was only there to set up a King Kong ref-
erence...

The pony joke - as you may have
noticed, i collect all sorts of oddities from
the internet.

Well, a margarita-in-a-pouch made
for grocery store sale would have to be
with wine or (eww) beer, since in many if
not most states, selling spirits in grocery
stores is illegal.

If Antonelli's accusations against
Gerrold were discussed here, i missed it -
what was it all about?

JCopeland

 think
you'll

have seen
my com-
ments on
Spectre last
mailing -
good, but
not the best.

I'd rank
it about fourth
overall of the
series - behind
Skyfall, On Her
Majesty's Secret
Service and For
Your Eyes

OnlyA.
The filming of Orphan Black

sounds fascinating, with as many com-
plete runs through a scene as the number
of clones appearing in it with the star
playing a different one in each take and
then digitally composited.

I read the first issue or two of the
new Ms Marvel, and i approved.  But i
don't have a convenient source for comics
locally - Books a Million does carry them,
but i don't get in there much these days,
and the nearest actual comic shop is twen-
ty-odd miles away so i am sadly out-of-
touch with comics in general.

I kind of shied away from Lucky
Number Slevin - while it didn't get the kind
of lambasting that some films did, it
wasn't super-popular with the critics.
Checking RottenTomatoesB, i find a crit-
ics' score of 51%, but a readers' score of
89%.  The general consensus of the nega-
tive reviews seems to be along the lines of
tries too hard to be clever and is deriva-
tive, with Pulp Fiction {and/or Taran-
tino} being prominently mentioned.

But, given the enthusiasm from you
and your other half, i've put it in the
Netflix DVD queue.

I was only marginally engaged by
Inside Out; i think part of the problem may
have been that Joy was a touch too much
A For Your Eyes Only was originally announced

as the next film after OHMSS, and was
planned as a direct sequel, but was put back
due to a number of circumstances

B http://tinyurl.com/jqolxo3

http://amzn.to/1oe4AuT
http://amzn.to/1oe4AuT
http://tinyurl.com/jqolxo3
http://tinyurl.com/jqolxo3
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butter until it melts.
Stir in meat.
Place seasonings and eggs into a large
measuring cup and beat.
Add enough cream to make 1 ½ cups.
Butter a 2 quart casserole and place

noodle/meat mixture into it.
Pour eggs and milk mixture over entire surface.
Do not stir.
Bake in a 350⁰ oven for 45 minutes or until top
is golden brown.

Continued
on Page 9

of a Manic Pixie Dream GirlC for my
taste.  (Or maybe she wasn't - the main
thing that sticks in my mind is broccoli
pizza, actually.)

Maggie, Natalie and Helen enjoyed
it, though, which was pretty much the
point of the rental.

Heh.  Your Daily News front page
on Page 10; i hadn't seen that one.  I
assume you've already noticed the one
from 2 February on page 4 of this zineD.

(I think that i might have headlined
it "The Day the Clown Cried", but that
might be a tad esoteric for the Daily News.)

C http://tinyurl.com/9wuxbe
D I shouldn't be a bit surprised if it turns up

more than once this mailing.

BOHEMIAN GRANDMA'S
HAM CASSEROLE

Šunkafleky
(Bohemian Ham and Noodle casserole)
wide egg noodles
4 egg
cubed ham
1/4 cup butter
heavy whipping cream
1/4 tsp onion salt
1/8 tsp ground pepper

Cook noodles as directed on package. Drain
well. (Do not rinse; they need to stay hot)
 Return to pot (stove should be off) and stir in

My mother learnt some
variant of this from my Bohe-
mian grandmother who lived
in Chicago.  I loved it.

I haven't had it in years, but since i
baked a ham last Sunday, i had a fair
amount of leftover ham, so i decided to
see if i could find a recipe.

I remembered that my mother and
father called it something that sounded
like "fleechky", but i had no idea of the
spelling, and i wasn't 100% sure it was a
Bohemian dish - Grandma cooked Polish
as well as Bohemian.

So i googled for

recipe noodles ham Polish

and i got a lot of hits, one of which gave
the correct Bohemian spelling as well.

This is a combination of two of the
recipes submitted by commentors.

What i found really amusing is that
at least half the comments (whether they
included recipes or not) were from ex-pat

Chicago Bohunks who reminisced
about how much they loved going
to visit their Chicago grandmother
and eating Šunkafleky.
(I point out that i never made this

before, and i'm trying it for the first time.
I just put it in the oven, and i have no idea
how it will come out - so you may see a
note later in this zine saying "Kids, don't
try this at home.")

http://tinyurl.com/9wuxbe
http://tinyurl.com/9wuxbe
http://tinyurl.com/hpdohps
http://tinyurl.com/hpdohps
http://tinyurl.com/nqee39g
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GRobe

 cannot imagine ever having
wanted to hike the Appala-

chian Trail - even when i was
young and fit, and often consid-
ered trying long-distance bicycle
tripsA.  One of  my nephews has
done it - i don't know how much
of  it, though.

I sent an e-mail to my sister - she tells me
it was my nephew Eli - her younger son -

who did it all the way from north to south.

Based on what i've read, Dylan
was not - no matter what urban
legend says - booed off the stage for
using an electric band.

I've lost the URL for the page
titled "The Myth of Newport '65 - It
Wasn't Dylan They Were Booing"B,
by Bruce Jackson - a director of the
festival - who has/had the original
tapes and carefully reviewed them and
concluded that they supported his per-
sonal memory that the main booing
was in fact when whoever was MCing
- Peter Yarrow? - announced that
A Though i don't think i ever actually did

more than forty or fifty miles in a single
day on my bike.

B Though i have lost the link to the article
online, i did find a Google Books link:
http://tinyurl.com/hpdohps

Dylan was going to be held to the stan-
dard set length.

Now, considering that "Maggie's
Farm", one of the songs he did, was a fin-
gerC up to the folk music establishment,
that could have stirred up some cranki-
ness.

But apparently it didn't.
Tell you what - i've transcribed the whole
article, and i'll run it either in the back of
this zine or in another zine in this mailing.

I don't really care all that much, but
(and i'm sure that if Markstein was still

C Or two fingers, if you happen to be British

with us he could go into detail) apparently
Comic Sans offends typographic people
because the design violates a number of
basic rules.  (It was designed by a non-ty-
pographical person.)

Here's an article about the situa-
tion: http://tinyurl.com/nqee39g

An important thing to know is that
the font was designed for one purpose:
word balloons and the like in Microsoft
BOB - a digital assistant only rivaled for
hatred by Clippy.

And then they didn't use it there.
How come you called me by my

brother's name on your last page?

http://tinyurl.com/9wuxbe
http://tinyurl.com/9wuxbe
http://tinyurl.com/hpdohps
http://tinyurl.com/hpdohps
http://tinyurl.com/nqee39g
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would have busted Rea-
gan's budget, indeed, because it was being
counted as part of the general fund,
despite the restrictions on its use.

If that money were to be spent
where it was supposed to be, Saint Ron-

nie's budget would have looked even
worse than it did.

Congress plays the same game with
Social Security Trust Fund money -
except that they've actually been spending
the Social Security money and giving the

DSchlosser

enerally, when a 2/3 majority
is mandated for something to

pass, it means 2/3 of  all possible
votes.  If  the Republicans passed
something Really StupidA, and
Obama vetoed it, it would still
take sixty-seven votes in the
Senate to override the veto.  If
only sixty-six Senators were
there, even if  they were all
Republicans and all voted to
override, it wouldn't work.

A couple years back, Peter David
did a column about Fox having the
World Series and canceling it after only
three games.  There was something about
it being canceled faster than anything else
on Fox that didn't star Nathan Fillion.

The problem with designated
funds for tax money to go into is that it's
possible to play games with the account-
ing.

Remember when Reagan said that
a multi-billion-dollar highway bill was a
"budget-buster"?

That money would have come from
the Highway Trust Fund which gets the
fuel excise tax money and, by law, can't
be used for anything else ... but it still

A Something even stupider than usual, that is

trust fund IOUs in its place.
Is Galavant still on?  I

saw trailers on-line and it looked amusing,
but i thought it had died.

About the e-mail thing and what
was the norm, see the cartoon on Page 11.

According to McDaniel, Moran
and others of the Professor's inner circle
put THRUSH together from the remnants
of his organisation after that unfortunate
business at the Reichenbach Fall.

The Old Gentleman Miss Marple
and Father Brown introduce Solo and Ilya
to in The Rainbow Affair asks about
THRUSH and remarks that it sounds
rather like an organisation he once
clashed with, and in another McDaniel
book - The Hollow Crown Affair, i think -
high-ranking THRUSH member Ward
Baldwin tells them about the founding of
THRUSH.

The taboo about referring to comic
characters' religious (or ethnic) back-
grounds was around before the 60s - i
remember Feiffer, in his chapter on the
Spirit in The Great Comic Book Heroes,
pointing out that, while Denny Colt/The
Spirit looked whitebread American and
had a definitely gentile name, it was
obvious that if he got ticked off enough,
he'd swear in Yiddish.

There's Big Damn Heroes who show up
right in the {ta-da} nick of time to stop
the villain, and then there's Big Damn
Heroes who show up right in the {ta-

dah} nick of time to let the villain know
they stopped him an hour ago.

http://tinyurl.com/qdmobr3
http://tinyurl.com/qdmobr3
http://www.classicshell.net/
http://www.classicshell.net/
https://youtu.be/cxwPEL8winI
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...did I just hear
something?

RLynch

he thing i find fascinating about
Guys & Dolls is that from what

i've read (but can't find right now),
the story we have isn't the story
that was originally planned (based
on a different Runyon storyA), and
it wasn't supposed to be a musical.

But they decided to add some songs
... and when they got the songs, they
decided to completely re-write the book.

I did just run across a reference to a
review at the time that described it as
"Broadway's Threepenny Opera".

It is possible to roll back the
Windows 10 upgrade in most cases.  Also,
it is possible to prevent it happening,
though i don't have a link for the sites that
tell you how to prevent itB.

It is worth noting that if you buy a
new computer in the the relatively near
future, you won't be able to run any
Windows earlier than W10 on it because
the upcoming generation of processors
from both Intel and AMD won't support
A "Terrible Tweeny" sticks in my head, as

opposed to "The Idyll of Miss Sarah Brown"
and "Blood Pressure" that the final result is
based on.

B Ah ha!  "I Don't Want Windows 10" is at
http://tinyurl.com/qdmobr3

any Windows but
10.

If your problem with W10 is
the stupid Metro (now called

"Modern") interface introduced
in Windows 8, Classic ShellC

{which is free and i need to
remember to
update} converts
W10 to a ratio-

nal, usable
interface.

Not

logging in with
a Microsoft
account helps
things, too.

Person-
ally, i have no
problems with W10,
after i beat it into submis-
sion and got it set up to fit
my personal preferences.

For people who like
audio dramas, i happen to
have the entire run of The
Fourth Tower of Inverness in
MP3 format  (ZBS made it
available for free download
several years ago).

It runs about seven hours in
this format, because it's all of the
original episodes of the radio play as
presented in 1972...

C http://www.classicshell.net/

Oh, burst fire is quite easy to do
mechanically - the M16 has had it since
the '80s, beginning with the M16A2.

Basically, an auto-loading rifle has
a "sear" (which is the part that holds the
hammer until the trigger is pulled, and a
"disconnector", which catches the hammer
and prevents it from firing a second time.

For full-automatic fire, the discon-
nector is disabled, and the weapon fires as
long as the trigger is held (or until you
need to reloadD or the weapon malfunc-
tions). The bolt resets and releases the sear
for each shot to maintain timing.

For burst fire, the disconnector is
driven by a cam, which keeps it out of the
way for three cycles and then allows it to
catch the hammer and stop the cycle.

There is a video explaining how the
mechanism works in the M4 here:
https://youtu.be/cxwPEL8winI.  The
function in the M16 is very similar,

though not exactly the same.
You can do a lot with cams and

gears, if you're clever enough.
[Babbage]

I'm not sure what a yearly
Sirius XM subscription goes for,

D "There is no such thing as
overkill.  There is only 'Open
fire' and 'I need to reload'."

http://tinyurl.com/qdmobr3
http://tinyurl.com/qdmobr3
http://www.classicshell.net/
http://www.classicshell.net/
https://youtu.be/cxwPEL8winI
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based on the same 1907 novel.

Wikipedia's article on the film
implies that the play is an uncredited
adaptation of the film. {See below}

In the film, the protagonist's father
is Italian, in the play he is Spanish, and in
the book he is Jewish, and apparently the
book took a sort of "What would you
expect from a Jew?" ant-semitic attitude.

Wikipedia says

eviewer Simon Heffer notes the

plot of the original Roy
Horniman novel was darker (e.g.,
the murder of a child) and dif-
fered in several respects. A major
difference was that the main
character was the half-Jewish (as
opposed to half-Italian) Israel
Rank, and Heffer noted that "...his
ruthless using of people (notably

but they've been trying to get us to sign
back up for months - the current come-on
is five months for $20, cancel any time.

The stereo in our 2012 KIA does
the same sort of annoying thing - though
not quite so annoying - as Gary reports -
though it will start up from the point at
which play was stopped, it does have to
index the entire USB directory before it
starts playing.  (Not necessarily too annoy-
ing if you don't have too much music on
the stick, but with just shy of sixteen gig
on it...)  Also, it restarts
in straight play mode,
even if you had it in
shuffle play when you
shut it downE.

But, even so, it's
ever so much nicer than
tapes or CDs.

Wiseguy did the
all-season story bit in the
late '80s (began in 1987).
{Well, half-seasons,
maybe.}  All Susan and i
watched was the last half
or so of Season Two,
with Glenn Frey, Debbie
Harry, Tim Curry, et al.   I do know that
before and after that it had long (maybe
season-long) arcs.

A Gentleman's Guide to Love and
Murder sounds as if it owes a lot to Kind
Hearts and Coronets.

In fact, i see that it is {officially}

E Also, i forgot to put up there, it has no "Pause"
capability.

Continued Page 13

women) and his greedy
pursuit of position all
seem to conform to the stereo-
type that the anti-semite has of
the Jew."

and also says
In 2013, a musical version entitled

 opened at the Walter Kerr
Theater on Broadway to critical

acclaim. The show has
all the victims played by
the same actor, in the
original company Jeffer-
son Mays.
Though the plot
remains essentially the
same, most of the
names are changed -
half-Italian Louis
Mazzini becomes half-
Castilian Montague
Navarro, the
D'Ascoynes become the
D'Ysquiths, and Henry's
wife Edith becomes

Henry's sister Phoebe. Although the
musical was developed as a faithful
adaptation of the film, a rights issue
prompted the removal of any mate-
rial originating in the film, and the
musical is officially based on the
same Roy Horniman novel the film
takes its basis from.. The musical
won four Tony Awards, including
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Best Musical.
This reminds me of the Walter Hill

film Last Man Standing, which claims to be
a remake of Yojimbo, but is a lot closer in
tone and event to Red Harvest, the Dashiell
Hammett novel which is the uncredited
basis of YojimboF.

Given my generally low opinion of
Walter Hill, it wouldn't surprise me that
he tried to obtain the rights to the Ham-
mett, and discovered they were either not

F The fact that Kurosawa eventually admitted to
basing his film on the Hammett without
credit makes the studio's suit against Leone
over Fistful of Dollars being a remake of
Yojimbo rather amusing.  Kurosawa, i
believe, did not want the studio to sue.

available or too expensive and that the
Yojimbo credit would cost lessG.

I like your NYC pictures - i have to
say that the art of Frank Stella does
nothing for me - at least in these photos -
but it's still closer to what i'd consider "art"
than anything Andy Warhol ever
excreted.
G David Drake's The Sharp End is another take

on Red Harvest

ghliii

ow.  This is a skinny little
SM.  I got two copies in the

mailing and i still feel like i'm not
getting my full bimonthly require-

ment.
Personally, i wouldn't say that

Hillary deserves to win.  Since i will cheer-
fully support any halfway-electable Dem-
ocratic nominee over whatever the GOP
is likely to vomit up, i will certainly vote
for her if she's the nominee.

I would prefer Sanders.  But i don't
see him as electable if the Republicans
manage to rake something marginally
rational out of the elephant droppings.

OTOH, if Trump and Bloomberg
decide to run third-party campaigns...

the party of the first part
and the party of the next
were partly participled

in a sparsely covered text.

were you partial to a party
that has parcelled out its parts
to a faction that was second
in your parley-tickle heart?

then parlay all your losings
on a horse that's running dark
with lights-out you may triple

in a homer in the park.
walt kelly - "the third rail theme"

Speaking of third parties

I had what i was afraid might be
kidney problems a couple months back,
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{Likely as soon as i get a clean

page break at the end of an MC}

Hmmm - re your comments about
Hillary needing to let the big dog off the
leash - just read this (8 February 2016) - i
think he bit the wrong ass, though:

UNRESTRAINED BILL
CLINTON
SLAMS
BERNIE

SANDERS
The Daily Beast

ill Clinton
broke

several months
of  seeming
restraint on his
wife’s cam-
paign trail
Sunday by
going after the
“sexist” attacks
waged against
her by Demo-
cratic primary

rival Bernie Sanders and
his supporters.

“When you’re making a revolution, you
can’t be too careful with the facts,”
the former president said at a rally
in Milford, New Hampshire, refer-
encing the democratic-socialist sen-

Continued
page 15

but it was apparently muscle spasms.
Well, Cruz hasn't disappeared yet.

He's been helping Carson disappear,
though.  Dirty tricks: An old Republican
tradition.

I like anchovies on pizza.  In salad?
Well, okay... if they're already there, i
won't pick them out.

Dennis took
me to the Acme
Oyster House once.
I loved it.

Your remarks
about the Grand
Canyon remind me
that when i visit
new places, i like to
pay my respects to
the local waters: the
Potomac, the Ohio
at Louisville, the
Thames...

Ummm ...
Atsali ("that girl")
was about sixteen at
that point - she'd
just turning seven-
teen in the current
continuity.

Way too young for you.
And she has a girlfriend. {See Page

10}
Cheer! is, i suppose, not something

for everyone.  I like it and thought i'd pass
it on just to expose people who might like
it to it. Wait till i begin running bits from
Magical Girl Neil, Namesake, Magical

Transvestite Cherry, Strong Female Pro-
tagonist, or Alice and the Nightmare...

Regarding Jago's Supergirl cartoon
in one of my zines, see Page 8 in this zine.

The Hillary cartoon you mention
was by Clay Bennett - one of my favourite
editorial cartoonists - whose generally left-
center cartoons appear in the Chattanooga

paper, which seems an unlikely
place for such.

Your mentions in a couple of
places of stuffed toys remind me that,
along with the Newport '65 transcript i
mentioned earlier, i have to put some of
the photos of taking the girls to Build-a-
Bear for their birthdays in January later
this zine. {See back cover.}

http://tinyurl.com/hpudp9u
http://tinyurl.com/hpudp9u
http://tinyurl.com/jjyorbg
http://tinyurl.com/jjyorbg
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ator’s penchant for
“revolutionary” talk.

Clinton also dismissed Sanders as “her-
metically sealed,” and repeatedly
mocked his critique of the Clintons
as being a “tool of the establish-
ment.”

I'm afraid that is gonna come back
and bite their own campaign somewhere
painful.

OTOH, Bill is aware that Sanders
is the biggest current threat to Hillary.

REASONS I CANNOT
SUPPORT BERNIE
SANDERS AT THE

MOMENT
irst, purely personal and politi-
cal - he's planning to

schmooze with Al Sharpton for
black votesA.

Al Sharpton isn't rich - but he
comes across to me as the same sort of
narcissistic self-promoter as Donald
Trump, otherwise.  Anyone who reaches
out to him for support has to be at least
somewhat suspect.

However, the second thing i just
found out is bigger and, to me at least,
much more damaging.

A http://tinyurl.com/hpudp9u

Tim Mak/The Daily BeastB

The socialist trumpets his antiwar record.
But he doesn’t mind expensive war

machines - if they’re based in his home
state.

en. Bernie Sanders has railed
against big defense corporations
at rallies, but he has a more
complex history with the military-
industrial complex. Most notably,
he’s supported a $1.2 trillion
stealth fighter that’s considered
by many to be one of the bigger
boondoggles in Pentagon history.

Sanders has made his opposition to
Hillary Clinton’s hawkishness a cor-
nerstone of his campaign. But he
hasn’t exactly been antiwar all his

B http://tinyurl.com/jjyorbg

career. When it has come time to
choose between defense jobs and a
dovish defense policy, Sanders has
consistently chosen to stand with
the arms-makers rather than the
peaceniks-leading to tension with
some of the most adamant adher-
ents of progressive ideology.

snip

When it comes time to make speeches,
Sanders has slammed defense cor-
porations for political gain.

“We know that there is massive fraud
going on in the defense industry.
Virtually every major defense con-
tractor has either been convicted of
fraud or reached a settlement with
the government,” Sanders said in
Iowa City last year at a town hall.
“We need a strong military, it is a
dangerous world. But I think we can
make judicious cuts.”

http://tinyurl.com/hpudp9u
http://tinyurl.com/hpudp9u
http://tinyurl.com/jjyorbg
http://tinyurl.com/jjyorbg
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But when those defense corporations

come to his own backyard, he
quietly welcomes them in.

The Vermont senator persuaded Lock-
heed Martin to place a research
center in Burlington, according to
Newsweek, and managed to get 18
Lockheed Martin F-35 fighter jets
stationed at the city’s airport for the
Vermont National Guard.

“In very clever ways, the military-indus-
trial complex puts
plants all over the
country, so that if
people try to cut
back on our
weapons system
what they’re saying
is you’re going to be
losing jobs in that
area,” Sanders said
at a Q&A in New
Hampshire back in
2014. “[W]e’ve got
to have the courage
to understand that
we cannot afford a
lot of wasteful,
unnecessary weapons systems, and I
hope we can do that.”

History has shown that Sanders has not
had the courage to do that.

Immediately after he made those com-
ments, an audience member
pointed out that the F-35 fighter jet
project had a lifetime cost of $1.2

trillion: “When you
talk about cutting wasteful military
spending, does that include the F-35
program?” the questioner asked.

The F-35 stealth fighter is untold bil-
lions over budget, years behind
schedule, and plagued with embar-
rassing problems. There have been
problems with its software, its sen-
sors, and its gun (which won’t be
able to fire until 2019). A few

months ago a military spokesman
said that the fighter jet “wasn’t opti-
mized for dogfighting.” In fact, in a
test battle with the 40-year-old F-16,
the brand new F-35 jet lost.

snip

Sanders countered [negative comments
by an Air Force official affiliated with

the F-35 program] that the
plane was “essentially
built.” He acknowledged in his 2014
Q&A that while the F-35 was
“incredibly wasteful,” it is now the
“plane of record… and it is not going
to be discarded.”C

During his 2012 reelection campaign,
Sanders ran against a Republican
who opposed the F-35 as a waste of

resourcesD. Sanders was
all for it. In a 2012 state-
ment, Sanders made
the point that the F-35
would have to be
located somewhere,
whether in Florida or
South Carolina or Ver-
mont. “I would rather it
be here,” he said.
Some of his constitu-
ents would rather it not.
Residents around the
Burlington airport sued
to block the placement
of F-35s there, but were

rebuffed by the courts. The F-35s
are scheduled to be based in the
town starting in 2020.

C "We've already wasted all this money on it,
even though it won't work, anyway, so we
need to keep wasting more money on it
instead of developing something that will
work."

D http://tinyurl.com/zwh9jd9

http://tinyurl.com/zwh9jd9
http://tinyurl.com/zwh9jd9
http://tinyurl.com/7t76hpj
http://tinyurl.com/7t76hpj
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The F-35 (which i've

talked about before) is possibly
the biggest weapons-develop-

ment fiasco since the Davy CrockettE.
The F-35 is so wonderful (the best

current estimates are that the control soft-
ware for its main gun - which is useless
without it - will be ready sometime
around 2020) that the A-10 "Warthog",
one of the aircraft the F-35 is supposed to
replace, which was due to be withdrawn
from service by 2018, will be retained in
service until at least 2022.

But Bernie loves him some F-35.
Other weapons systems are bad.
But that F-35 pork makes (some of)

his constituents happy.

E http://tinyurl.com/7t76hpj

WHILE I'M ON THE
SUBJECT

 couple more F-35-related
stories i just was alerted to

today (9 February 2016):

Agence France Presse

he U.S. military's futuristic F-35
fighter jet remains dogged by
dangerous problems sure to
further complicate what is already
the most expensive weapons

project in history,
a Pentagon
report says.
The plane, which
boasts a version
that can take off
and land vertically,
is supposed to
form the backbone
of the military's
future fighter fleet,
ensuring U.S.

dominance in the skies for years to
come with radar-evading technol-
ogy.

The military has already taken delivery
of dozens of the planes, but new
batches continue to be refined and
tested.

In the latest blow to the program, engi-
neers uncovered a slew of flaws
during extensive testing of the
newest versions of the F-35 Joint
Strike Fighter, the Pentagon report
found, adding to a litany of issues
including software bugs, technical
glitches and cost overruns.

Perhaps the most damning section of
the report is an investigation into
the F-35's eject system. Engineers
found that pilots who weighed less
than 136 pounds (62 kilos) risked
being killed by it.

"Testing showed that the ejection seat
rotates backwards after ejection.
This results in the pilot's neck
becoming extended, as the head
moves behind the shoulders in a
'chin up' position," the report states.

It also revealed that one version of the
stealth fighter made for the Marine
Corps found "deficiencies and
limited combat capability."

And an Air Force variant had "inherited
deficiencies," the report states,
noting that the issues could delay

http://tinyurl.com/zwh9jd9
http://tinyurl.com/zwh9jd9
http://tinyurl.com/7t76hpj
http://tinyurl.com/7t76hpj
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the Air Force F-35's release date
past the scheduled year-end dead-
line.

From http://tinyurl.com/zzgu7gc

Given that this thing is supposed to
provide Close Air Support for ground
troops, in which function it will have to
fly low and slow, losing most or all advan-
tages of its stealthy design, making it an
easy target for ground fire, an ejection seat
that's likely to kill the pilot is gonna be a
real confidence-booster among pilots.

Of course, it won't really be ready
for that CAS role before 2020 or so (if
we're lucky), due to the afore-mentioned
problems with its main gun.

Which leads to this:

Joel Hruska/ExtremeTech

he US Air Force has announced
that the venerable A-10 Thunder-
bolt II will keep flying for at least
the next six years. The announce-
ment has been rumored for
several months, but there was
always some doubt; the USAF
had previously argued that the
A-10’s mission profile could be
adequately handled by the trou-

A http://tinyurl.com/jsa3ark

bled F-35.
So what is the A-10, and why does it

matter that the US is going to keep
a 40-year-old design in the air for
another six years? Don’t feel bad if
you haven’t heard of the aircraft; the
US media and the Air Force itself
tend to lavish most of their attention
on cutting-edge fighter jets or next-
generation bombers. The F-16, F-22,
and B-2 are sexy. The A-10… well,
see for yourself.

There’s a reason they call this plane the
“Warthog.” It’s not sexy. It’s not
pretty. It’s a plane built around a
giant gun, the GAU-8 Avenger, a
30mm seven-barrel blitzkrieg deliv-
ery system that fires depleted
uranium shells and was designed to
punch through tank armor.

Fully assembled, the GAU-8 is 16% of
the total weight in an A-10 - an
impressive statistic, considering that
the venerable aircraft also sports
1,200 lbs of titanium armor (known
as the ‘bathtub’).

Most modern fighters and
bombers are designed to
wage war from over the
horizon or at high altitudes. The A-
10 Thunderbolt II was designed to
get right in your face and ruin your
day.

(The A-10's gun is bigger than a VW
Beetle)

It’s designed to stay in the air with one
engine, one half of its tail, one ele-
vator, and part of one wing missing.
It delivers on that promise:

The A-10 is designed for close ground
support with a secondary focus on
forward air control by designating
ground targets for other aircraft to

http://tinyurl.com/zzgu7gc
http://tinyurl.com/jsa3ark
http://tinyurl.com/jsa3ark
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attack. It’s popular with the Army and Marine
Corps for the obvious reasons - A-10’s flew tens
of thousands of sorties in the Gulf War, includ-
ing 19% of all close air support missions (only
the F-16 flew more, at 33% of all CAS missions).

Why the Air Force wants to kill it

The Air Force has been trying to kill the A-10 for
decades, due to the expense of maintaining a
single-purpose aircraft. The problem is, the A-
10 is a purpose-built aircraft that’s designed for
excellent low-speed control, durability,
extended loitering, and it packs the closest
thing to Doom’s BFG we’ve ever stuck in a
plane. In the early 1990s, the F-16 was touted
as a replacement for the A-10. The Air Force
even built a miniature version of the GAU-8
cannon that attached to the F-16 via an exter-
nal pod. Once the gun started firing, it shook
the aircraft so violently that the pylon attaching
the gun pod to the aircraft became physically
skewed.

More recently, the military has argued the F-35
could serve as a replacement for the A-10. Last
year, after pressure from the A-10’s advocates -
and a fair amount of ridicule for claiming that
the F-35 could replace it in the first place - the
government agreed to schedule a head-to
head comparison of the two… in 2018. Now
that the Air Force has agreed to keep the A-10
in the air another six years, that comparison
might actually do some good in determining
the aircraft’s long-term trajectory.

The problem with scrapping the A-10 is simple: It
isn’t sexy, it isn’t svelte, and it can’t break Mach
2 or win a dogfight - but it’s an exceptionally

http://tinyurl.com/zzgu7gc
http://tinyurl.com/jsa3ark
http://tinyurl.com/jsa3ark
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TMcGovern

ewww.  I must have missed
anything you said about

having a port installed in your
chest.

But i failed to miss your comments
about problems with it and having to have
a new one installed.

I'm lucky all i have to do for my
"chemotherapy" is rub cream on my ear
twice a day for three weeks.

(Of course, if that doesn't work, we

well-engineered plane that fills its
niche extremely effectively. That
specialization and the cost of main-
tenance is why the Air Force has
tried to replace it on numerous
occasions, but thus far, without suc-
cess. The F-35 was designed to be a
flexible, multi-role vehicle, but it’s
literally not designed to withstand
shells and mortar fire from ground-
based combatants at close range.
The A-10, in contrast, can withstand
hits from 23mm cannons and some
areas can withstand 57 mm fire.

Right now, there’s no good replace-
ment for the venerable Warthog -
and we’re glad to see it flying for
another six years. The current plan is
to replace the A-10 with the F-35
starting in 2022 - by which point the
F-35 may have evolved enough to
actually do the job.

Or, perhaps, the F-35 will have
been replaced by an actual airplane.

EVEN THE REALLY
LONG SHOTS CAN COME

UP

The Daily Beast

cientists said Monday that a man
who was killed on a college

campus in India over the
weekend died because a rock
from outer space hit him. Three
others were injured. The object—
a meteoroid that survived entry
into the atmosphere and then fell
to earth—left a four-feet deep
crater.

 This is the first time in modern history
that a person has been killed this
way. Officials say the astronomical
event smashed the windows of
classrooms and vehicles at Bharathi-
dasan Engineering College in south-
ern India and could be heard as far
as two miles away. The bus driver
killed in the crash was walking close
to the area when the meteorite hit.
Original story at The Wall Street Journal:

go to Plan B - surgery.  To
which i am not looking for-
ward, minor as it is.

And when i go in for the followup
on the ear ... i have a scaly patch on my
neck behind the other ear that i may get
them to look at.

Sounds like you trip went very well,
though.

Yeah - we had temps in the mid-70s
in late December - both Christmas and
Boxing Day were all-time record highs for
the Atlanta area.

Now that you mention it, i can hear
"Like a Rolling Stone" in waltz time in
my head.

It sounds weird.

http://amzn.to/1PEj0LD
http://amzn.to/1PEj0LD
http://amzn.to/1PmZu8F
http://amzn.to/1PmZu8F
http://electronictiger.net/sfpapdf/lullabies
http://electronictiger.net/sfpapdf/
https://youtu.be/qfTlGMCeuDE
https://youtu.be/qfTlGMCeuDE
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Yeah - that set does

sound as if it's for the really
dedicated Dyanologist - the

18-disk set even more so.
What they bring to my mind is the

Bear Family box setsA i've seen.
Like this jewel:

Three
hundred and
ninety-six tracks
on 16 CDs
(including two
Dr Pepper com-
mercials).

Only
$275.36 at Ama-

zonB.

They break down Johnny Cash's
career into four-year slices with close to a
hundred tracks in each set.

Were i to win the lottery some-
day, i could definitely see myself
combing through their catalog...

Man from UNCLE was 1964 -
68.  The 2-part affairs that were made
as feature-length films and released
theatrically abroad have at least mar-
ginally higher production values than

A http://amzn.to/1PEj0LD
B http://amzn.to/1PmZu8F

the series as a whole.

Speaking of Dylan as a performer -
have you ever heard/seen Neil Innes doing

his Dylan parody, "Protest Song"C?

As spot-on as the Beatles
pastiche/parody songs he wrote (and per-
formed) for the Rutles.

Your comment to Janice about inter-
net links in zines reminds me that this zine
(like all of my zines these days) will go online
on the deadline.  This zine will be at
http://electronictiger.net/sfpapdf/lullabies.
pdf, and an index of all the posted zines is at
http://electronictiger.net/sfpapdf/.

All of the links in those PDFs are live
and can be clicked on.

Agents of SHIELD picks up consider-
ably after the point where it ties in with The
Winter Soldier.  All hell busts loose.  The
earlier episodes - basically the ones you
watched - were mostly marking time until
they could get their REAL plot going.
C https://youtu.be/qfTlGMCeuDE

METEOR UPDATE
ore recent reports are trying
to suggest that it wasn't a

meteorite that killed the guy in
India - though they don't appear
to have any other explanations
for the four-foot crater.

RJennings

y own approach to doing
MCs is to do them in no par-

ticular order - to grab whichever
zine catches my eye at whatever
point in time.

Al Capp always claimed that HE
had stood still, and the country had
shifted to the Left around him.

Of course, his published work failed
to support this contention, but, hey - he
was welcome to his delusions.

http://amzn.to/1PEj0LD
http://amzn.to/1PEj0LD
http://amzn.to/1PmZu8F
http://amzn.to/1PmZu8F
http://electronictiger.net/sfpapdf/lullabies
http://electronictiger.net/sfpapdf/
https://youtu.be/qfTlGMCeuDE
https://youtu.be/qfTlGMCeuDE
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I don't think i had heard that Brad-

bury had felt that way about Clinton.
Interesting.

Your story about Clive Cussler lis-
tening to editors and then doing what he
damn well pleased reminds me of my
brother's story about the phone conversa-
tion he had with Jim Baen early in his
career.

Dave and Steve White's first book
had been published, and Baen was buying
Dave's first solo book - Path of the Fury.

Apparently, they had been on the
phone for like two hours discussing the
concerns Baen had about the book and
they were somewhat less than halfway
through the MS.

As i recall the way Dave told the
story, Baen said (more or less):

"You know, when I ask Dave
Drake to make some changes in a manu-
script, he says 'Sure, Jim'.  When I ask
Poul Anderson to make some changes, he
says 'Okay, Jim'."

"Both of them have published more
books than I can recall off hand.  You, on
the other hand, have published one collab-
orative book, and we're discussing your
second.

"And,  when I say 'Dave, I'd like
you to change this here,' you say 'But,
Jim...'"

I pointed out that both Drake and
Anderson knew that, down the road, they
could resell that book to another publisher
and put it back the way they really wanted
it.

Apparently, however, Jim Baen
saw some sort of vague potential in my
brother, even then...

An example of a new writer/artist
taking over a popular comic and doing
well would be Bud Sagendorf on Thimble
Theater.

OTOH, Walt Kelly's family tried to
continue Pogo immediately after his death
and did horribly at it.

I believe that all (or the great major-
ity) of the Hindenberg deaths were on the
ground, from falling burning debris.

The sad thing about the Hindenberg
is that the disaster was in large part the
fault of the US government - in fact, the
plan had been to use helium in the Hinden-
berg, but the US (the sole large-scale
helium producer at the time) had listed
helium as a strategic material that could
not be exported to Germany.

Just as the film adaptation of Buch-
an's The 39 Steps didn't mention Germans
as the villains, Geoffrey Household's
novel Rogue Male never identifies the dic-
tator or the country involved, but there's
little doubt that it's Hitler and Germany.
And, in mirror counterpart to The 39 Steps,
the 1941 film adaptation of Rogue Male,
Man Hunt (directed by Fritz Lang in Hol-
lywood), DOES make the villains the
Nazis...

Another thing about the coral snake
that makes death from its bite less likely is
that it doesn't have true fangs like the
vipers do; like the gila monster, it has to
sort of chew its way through your skin.

To make up for that, its
venom is a neurotoxin, not a
hemolytic like the vipers'
venom, so if it gets it into you, it's more
likely to kill you..

SO I WENT AND SAW IT
 went and saw Deadpool.  I can
say that i am definitely

whelmed.  Not over- or under-
whelmed, you understand - just
whelmed.

Way too many of the jokes weren't
nearly as funny as the writers and director
apparently thought they were.

The bullet-time stuff was overused.
The flashback structure was way

too convoluted.
And, let's face it, most of the basic

mechanics of the character were done
better in The Mask (the comic, not the
movie).

I did, for the most part, enjoy it -
but, let's just say, the amount of prerel-
ease hype was not justified, and, i think,
worked against the film when i finally saw
it.

The opening credits were funny -
but not as funny as they would have been
if i hadn't accidentally hit a spoiler some-
where.

Ryan Reynolds did wonderfully
with what he was given - giving the char-
acter the right air of manic desperation.

Stan Lee's cameo was one of the
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better jokes in the film.

Simply from intellectual curiosityA

when it comes out on DVD i'm gonna
have to check the strip-club sequence to
see if they were actually throwing real full
frontal at us or if the girls were wearing
cleverly-designed and coloured nether gar-
ments.

I went in knowing virtually nothing
about Deadpool - i had already quit
reading the various X-thing titles some
time before the character was introduced,
and have not had the least urge to go back
to them since.

Deadpool is, very much, a product
of the Liefeld era and Liefeld's ... for want
of a better word ... style, which is, to me,
one of the most repulsive and over-indul-
gent times and styles in the history of
comicsB.

Yeah, i enjoyed it more than i

A Prurient interest?  Me?  Nooooo...
B Frank Miller, after the brain eater got him, and

he stated to express his rather twisted
misogyny in his writing, is worse, of course.

didn't, but i'd just as soon not have actu-
ally paid for a ticket - to me, this is more a
Redbox or Netflix film.

Basically, i don't recommend it for
anyone who's not a comic reader/fan.

Oh, well.
Of course, there were trailers for several
films, a couple of which looked even less
like i'd want to buy a ticket to them - of

them, i can only recall Sacha Baron Cohen's
latest effusion of cinematic flatulence,

...

Oh, yeah! , which looked even
stupider on the big screen than on IMDB

on my computer monitor.

WOW.  LIKE A PORN
VIDEO

ust getting busted for public
sex in one of  the glass gondo-

las on the "High Roller" ferris
wheel in Vegas is kinky enough,
but...

 man facing felony charges for
allegedly having sex on a glass-
enclosed Ferris wheel on the
Las Vegas strip spoke openly
for the first time about the
accusations.

Las Vegas police said Phillip Frank
Panzica III, of Houston, and Chloe
Scordianos, of New York, were
arrested for committing sex acts in
public on Feb. 5.

Officials said the two were aboard the
famous "High Roller" Ferris wheel
when they started having sex
during the 30-minute ride 550 feet
above the city.

Panzica said he was actually sup-
posed to get married that day to
another woman, Mistie Bozant.
But Panzica said they had a fight
after he thought she was preg-
nant with another man's baby.
That's when Panzica said he met
Scordianos.

"One thing led to another, she was
there by herself," Panzica
explained.

When asked if he knew they would
have sex before he got on the
Ferris wheel, Panzica nodded his
head, but added, "It wasn't
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planned, it was just, I felt it."

After her fiance spent two days behind
bars, Bozant posted $3,000 bail and
he was released. Panzica said he
feels bad about everything that
transpired.

On Tuesday, a Las Vegas judge set a

March 9 date to see if the charges
against Panzica and Scordianos
could be resolved without trial.

Police said surveillance cameras cap-
tured the act. Images haven't been
made public.

As i said - like a porn film.  That
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boy is a fast worker.
I do note that the fiancé

he dumped at the chapel (prob-
ably leaving Reverend Elvis standing at
the altar wondering what was going on)
was the one who bailed him out.

But i also note that she let him mar-
inate for two days before she did...
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